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ABSTRACT 
 
A TIME SERIES ANALYSIS METHOD USING HIDDEN VARIABLES  
FOR GENE NETWORK RECONSTRUCTION 
by Xi Wu 
December 2012 
The DNA microarray technology can be applied to obtain time series data which 
contains thousands of genes and tens of time points. When confront the great amount of 
data points a fast and effective method must be constructed to extract useful information. 
The assumption that the interactions between genes are static in the time series data is 
made. After made the assumption how to reconstruct those interactions becomes a 
difficulty problem. Since the underlying interactions between genes are complicated, 
which involve transcription, translation and protein-protein interaction, to construct a 
model from physicochemistry is almost impossible/effortless. The popular methods 
constructed from statistical or mathematical principles are discussed. Basically says, 
those methods are trying to minimize (maximize) some criteria to obtain values of 
parameters in those models. In this thesis we mainly focus on linear equation models and 
how to construct the gene network from those models. One difficulty for reconstructed 
models is large amount of genes and small amount of time points. For the purpose of 
decreasing the number of parameters in linear equation model, some new linear equation 
models with hidden variables are introduced. Those models can effectively decrease the 
number of parameters and increase the inference accuracy. In comparison, the famous 
Boolean Network and Probability Boolean Network are introduced and used to run the 
simulation.  
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Cell is the basic unit of living creature [1]. Nucleus is center of a cell, as if CPU in 
a computer. Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) is the main component of nucleus. DNA is a 
molecule which includes the information needed for a cell, as if CPU instructions for a 
computer. That information includes the instructions of how to construct proteins. DNA 
can be divided to many genes and some unused codes, as if words (genes) and space 
(unused codes). DNA is composed by nucleotide and each gene is a specific continuous 
group of nucleotide, which has an instruction for one RNA or polypeptide chain. One 
gene also can be explained as the basic genetic unit, which controls one characteristic of 
living creature [2]. For example, in known knowledge the color of eye of human depends 
on three genes EYCL1, EYCL2 and EYCL3 [3]. One gene can be transcribed to messenger 
ribonucleic acid (mRNA) and then translated to protein (or one polypeptide chain of 
protein because some protein may be composed by multiple chains) [4] [5]. The 
transcription step does not exactly duplicate the information of gene. In contrast, some 
gene can be transcribed to different mRNAs in different situation [6]. In translation step 
the polypeptide chain of corresponding mRNA is produced [4]. Protein is a polypeptide 
chain whose components are amino acids. After translation the produced polypeptide 
chain needs post-translational modification to becomes the activated protein. Post-
translational modification includes adding functional group, changing the chemical 
characteristic properties of amino acid and changing the three dimensional structure of 
protein [7]. Protein is important component of cell, which also participates in the 
transcription and translation steps. One mRNA can be as template to translate many 
copies of protein, until degraded [8]. In following the term gene-gene interaction will be 
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used and it actually is mRNA-protein interaction [9]. Some kind of specific protein 
(translated by one mRNA) may accelerate the translation of other mRNA and some 
protein may inhibit the translation of other mRNA. Those interactions are complicated 
and in different situation those interactions may be different. But for simplification we 
assume that those interactions do not change over time. The gene expression level means 
the concentration of mRNA throughout this dissertation for simplicity [9]. More 
concentration of mRNA means more production of corresponding proteins, if the 
assumption that one mRNA can produce some definitely number of proteins in unit time 
is made. If the above assumption is made then gene-gene interaction can be simplified as 
mRNA-mRNA interaction, ignoring the existence of corresponding proteins. The 
concentration of mRNA is measured by using DNA microarray technology [10, 11]. One 
DNA microarray has a lot of spots on a solid surface and each spot contains some amount 
of DNA sequences. The given DNA sequence is fixed on that spot and it can be bonded 
with one kind of mRNA to be measured. The mRNA to be measured is dyed by some 
kind of fluorescence. More amount of mRNA bonded to the given spot will let the given 
spot have more fluorescence. After finishing bonding washing the DNA microarray will 
let those mRNAs which are not bonded or weakly bonded abandoned. By measure the 
amount of fluorescence in one spot and compared with the fluorescence of already known 
amount of mRNA will give the amount of mRNA to be measured. The measurement 
process can be paralleled for many mRNAs since there are many spots and each spot can 
measure one kind of mRNA [12]. The so called time series microarray data also can be 
obtained if the sample of mRNAs from one specimen is used in different time points [13]. 
After the time series DNA microarray data is obtained, the next step is to extract 
information from that data. What we concern are the interactions between genes, which 
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means what gene activates what gene and what gene inhibits what gene. Moreover, some 
group of genes to realize some kind of functionality is also interesting. The interactions 
between genes are called gene networks [14, 15]. Some methods have been proposed to 
reconstruct gene networks, such as Dynamic Bayesian Network (DBN) [16] [17], 
Probability Boolean Network (PBN) [18], Mutual Information Method (MI) [19] [20] 
[21], Linear/Non-Linear Differential Equations [22] [23] and Graphical Model [24], etc. 
There are some parameters in any of those models and need to be estimated from time 
series microarray data. After estimating parameters the gene network is constructed from 
those estimated parameters. Usually one criteria is selected for a model and minimize 
(maximize) that criteria will give the estimated parameters.  
This dissertation is organized as following. In Chapter II the biological 
background of gene regulatory network and popular reconstruction methods of gene 
network are introduced. In Chapter III the mathematical background about matrix and 
vector is introduced. In Chapter IV the detailed mathematical background, mainly about 
how to reconstruct gene network using linear methods, is introduced. Chapter V discusses 
hidden variables models. Chapter VI discusses State Space Model.  Chapter VII discusses 
how to generate synthetic microarray data, which is similar to real measured biological 
DNA microarray data, and compares results of different reconstruction methods. Chapter 
VIII gives the summary about theory and conclusion of gene reconstruction methods 
discussed, and further directions. 
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CHAPTER II 
BIOLOGICAL BACKGROUND 
In this thesis the interactions between genes are of the most concern. There are 
three classes of gene interactions, which are repression, activation and non-interaction 
[25, 15]. Repression means that the existing of one gene A inhibits the expression of 
other gene B. Activation means that the existing of one gene A accelerates or generates 
the expression of other gene B. The expression of one gene means that the gene’s 
products are produced [9]. The products of gene include many kinds of RNAs and 
proteins [8]. Proteins are translated by mRNA and ribosome. In some situation the 
expression of a gene is regulated by combinations of expressed products of two or more 
genes [26]. The functions of repression and activation rely on the implement of 
transcription and translation of gene. Genes (DNA) and corresponding RNAs are nucleic 
acids whose components are nucleotides [2]. The repression and activation can happen at 
any step of gene expression [27]. For example, repression and activation can happen in 
the beginning of transcription [28]. In the beginning of transcription, a molecule called 
RNA polymerase needs to bind to one place of DNA called promoter. If some protein 
expressed by one gene is already binding to some place (called operator) in DNA near the 
promoter, then RNA polymerase cannot bind to promoter and the mRNA cannot be 
transcribed. In consequence the corresponding gene is inhibited by some other gene [29] 
[30]. In addition, there may be existed some molecule called inducer which can let the 
repressor protein leave the operator, so RNA polymerase can bind to promoter and start 
transcription. The inducer may not be product of gene and the existing of inducer can let 
the repressed regulatory relationship between two genes disappear [31].  
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How to measure the products of genes is an important topic. Products of genes 
include proteins and mRNAs. The concentration of mRNA can be measured by DNA 
microarray [32] and the concentration of protein can be measured by protein microarray 
[33]. In this thesis only the concentration of mRNA is used and we assume that gene 
expression means the concentration of corresponding mRNA. The principle of DNA 
(mRNA) microarray depends on two facts [32]. The first fact is that mRNA and its 
complementary stand can be bound together by chemical bonds [34]. All of us know that 
DNA is helix structure with two complementary stands and mRNA is derived from one 
of those strands [2]. Both of mRNA and DNA strands are composed by nucleic acid. The 
second fact is that the mRNA to be measured can be dyed by fluorophore [34]. 
Fluorophore is one kind of chemical molecule that can absorb light with specific 
wavelength and emit other light with different wavelength. Fluorophore can be bounded 
to mRNA to be measured by chemical bond. The amount of fluorophore can be measured 
by specific machine such as fluorescence microscope [35]. The design of DNA 
microarray uses those two facts [34]. DNA microarray [12] has many spots on its solid 
surface and each spot contains some amount of mRNA stands, called probes. Those 
probes can be bound with mRNA to be measured (called targets) if those two strands are 
complementary. Those probes are fixed in their spots and they cannot be discarded by 
washing. But washing can discard those mRNAs that are not bound to probes. If the 
amount of probes is enough then all targets to be measured are bound to probes and still 
stay after washing. Then DNA microarray is measured by fluorescence microscope to 
determine the amount of fluorescence in each spot. The amount of fluorescence in each 
spot can be translated to the concentration of mRNA in that spot by compared with 
standard data between concentration of mRNA and amount of fluorescence [34].  
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Time series microarray data can be obtained by using DNA microarray data to 
measure samples obtained in different time points. One important problem is to 
reconstruct gene regulatory network from time series data. Gene regulatory network is 
2D graph which describes the interactions between genes. In gene network one node 
stands for one gene and an edge between two nodes stands for the interaction between 
them. The interaction can be activation or repression, and the interaction can be directed 
or undirected. The model used to reconstruct gene regulatory network from data is called 
inference model. Those models can be classified as two categories, directed or undirected 
models [15]. Undirected model usually uses one scalar measure to indicate the 
significance of interaction between two nodes. Correlation between time series data of 
two nodes is one such example [36]. More complicated measures can be defined such as 
mutual information method [20]. Mutual information between two nodes   and   is 
 (   )  ∑ ∑  (   )   (
 (   )
 ( ) ( )⁄ )      , where   is one possible value of 
node   and   is one possible value of node   [37].  (   ) is the possibility that node 
    and node    . In the above definition time series data is discretized to discreet 
values before calculating their mutual information, so that  (   ) exists. Some 
modification of mutual information method using time delay analysis can give the 
direction of interaction between two nodes [19]. Most models are directed models. Those 
directed models can be categorized as kinetic models and non-kinetic models [15]. In 
kinetic model there is a function to forecast the values of genes in further time point 
given the historic values in past time points. In non-kinetic model such forecast cannot be 
carried out. Some examples of kinetic models are linear/non-linear differential/difference 
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equation models. The linear differential equation is  ( ) /i ij i ijdx t dt a x t b   , where 
  ( ) is the value of  -th node    in time point   and    is constant for  -th node    [15]. 
Since the number of time points is small compared with the number of nodes in 
microarray data, parameters in this linear model cannot be uniquely determined. Some 
techniques have been developed to deal with this situation, such as Least Absolute 
Shrinkage and Selection Operator (LASSO) [38], which requires that ∑          has an 
upper limit. This requirement can lead to many zero entries in matrix     and can solve 
the uniqueness problem. One example of non-kinetic model is Bayesian Network (BN) 
[39]. Bayesian Network uses Bayesian score to give one specific graph a score and higher 
score means that the graph is a better fitting of microarray data. Since there is no way to 
know which graph will give the highest score usually the brute force method 
(exhaustively search) is used to find the best graph. This is time consuming and some 
approximate search methods are proposed [39]. 
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CHAPTER III 
MATHEMATICAL BACKGROUND 
In this dissertation we are mainly dealing with vector and matrix. Vector is 
composed by scalar number and matrix is composed by vectors with the same size. The 
symbol of vector or matrix is always bold throughout the text.  
Vector is assumed as column vector. A vector V  with length n   is defined as 
[40], 
 
1
2
n
V
V
V
 
 
 
 
 
 
V ,  (1) 
where iV  is scalar.  
Matrix X  with size m n  is defined as [41], 
  1 2 mY Y Y Y ,  (2) 
where iY  is vector with length n . 
 Linear equation in matrix form is defined as [42], 
 Xβ b ,  (3) 
where X  is m n  matrix, β  is length n  vector and b  is length m  vector. The problem 
encountered throughout this dissertation is that, given X  and b , try to solve β . The 
exact solution of (3) may not exist, or there are more than one exact solution, depending 
on the rank property of matrix X  [42]. However, one solution of (3) can always be 
obtained using Moore–Penrose pseudoinverse [42] , 
 sol
β X b ,  (4) 
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where X  is the Moore–Penrose pseudoinverse [43] of matrix X , and solβ  is the solution 
of (3). The solution solβ  may be approximate solution or one special solution of infinite 
solutions satisfying (3) [42]. 
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CHAPTER IV 
DISCUSSION OF LINEAR MODELS 
Definition of Regression 
 Regression is a widely used statistical method in various fields. Regression can be 
used to find the relationship between variables [42]. Variables can be classified as two 
categories, independent variables   and dependent variables  , with predefined function 
[42] [44] 
 ( , )Y f X β . (5) 
  are the function forms and are already know.   are parameters needed to be inferred 
from observed data.   and   can be vector with multiple dimensions. Parameters   and 
function f  also can be vectors with several members. For one specific observation, the 
observed data   and   are denoted by    and   . Since observation error,    and    
cannot be exactly precise. That means the relationship     (    ) cannot be exactly 
hold, even giving the accurate parameters  . However, since parameters   are unknown, 
they are needed to be estimated from observed data    and    and more such data. 
Because all observations are not precisely accurate, parameters   cannot be learned 
without error. The question is that, how to reduce the inferred error of parameters   
under currently available observations. The inferred error can be defined in various ways. 
One widely used error definition is least square error     [42], 
   
2
,
i
LSE   i iY f X β .  (6) 
Use the above     error and observed data iX  and iY , parameters β  can be learned.  
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Classification of Regression 
Regression can be classed into different categories by various standards. The most 
widely used standard is dependent on whether function f  is linear or not [42]. If function 
f  is linear, then it is called linear regression method. If function f  is no linear, then it is 
called nonlinear regression method. Usually speaking, the learning process of linear 
regression is much easier than no linear regression [42]. 
 A simple example of regression will be given, to illustrate how regression method 
works. This example only contains one independent variable x  and one dependent 
variable y . The relationship between x  and y  is given by, 
 y x   .  (7) 
  is the standard Gaussian Distribution (0,1)N  [45]. x  is uniformly chosen from 
interval ( 5,5) . Ten data ( , )i ix y  have been generated and given in table 1.  
x  -2.69 1.07 -0.14 3.91 2.62 -0.44 -4.82 3.21 -0.55 1.15 
y  -4.35 1.19 0.15 2.77 3.81 0.75 -4.85 3.54 -0.38 0.97 
 
Figure 1. An example of linear regression data. 
 
The     regression method [41] gives 1.05y x  from data in Figure 1, which is close to 
true relationship y x   . Figure 2 shows this example in two dimensional x y  plot. 
Circle stands for observed data and the line is the fitting function 1.05y x . The 
calculation is carried out and graph is plotted using Matlab [46]. 
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Figure 2. An example of linear regression method. 
Time Series Data 
 A special application of regression method is used for time series data. Time 
series data is a special case of general regression data when using regression method for 
analysis [47]. General regression data does not have ordering relationship built in; in 
contrast, time series data has a natural ordering, which is time t  [48]. Time series data 
can be denoted as tY . tX  disappear and instead, the relationship between tY  in time point 
t  and measurements in its previous time points 1, ,( , )t t t k Y Y Y  [47], 
 1, , , ,( )t t t tt k t Y f Y βY Y ,  (8) 
is assumed. 
 The function tf  may change or not change over time point t , depending on 
concrete problem [49]. k  is the number of independent variables of function tf , also 
depending on concrete problem. 
An Example of Time Series Data 
 Monthly averaged temperature is an example of time series data. One year has 
twelve months and each month has an average temperature. Given temperatures in 
previous months, the temperature in later months can be forecasted.  
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 Figure 3 gives averaged monthly temperatures for Hattiesburg, MS in one year. 
The data and graph are taken from http://www.weather.com /weather /wxclimatology 
/monthly /graph /USMS0152.  
 
 
Figure 3. Averaged monthly temperatures in one year of Hattiesburg, MS. 
 
 If only those temperatures from Jan. to Oct. are already known and temperatures 
in Nov. and Dec. need to be forecasted. One possible method respects for the fact that 
monthly temperatures are roughly Gaussian distributed [45]. Based on this observation 
temperatures in Nov. and Dec. are forecasted as 74 F  and 66 F , compared with true 
values 69 F  and 61 F . 
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Relationship between Time Series Analysis and Regression Method 
 Regression method can be applied to time series data under certain conditions. 
One such condition is Markov Assumption [50] [51]. Under Markov Assumption tY  only 
depends on its previous measurement 1tY , which specifies the function form of tf ,  
 1 1, , ,( ,( ), )t t t t t t ttkt   Y f Y Y Y β βf Y .  (9) 
(5) and (9) are equal to each other under Markov Assumption, when treating tY  in (9) as 
Y  in (5) and 1tY  in (9) as X  in (5). That means the usually regression method can be 
applied to time series data if adopting Markov Assumption [49]. 
 Regression method also can be applied to time series data under more 
complicated situations. For variables 1, ,( , )t t t k Y Y Y  in right hand side of (9), whole 
1, ,( , )t t t k Y Y Y  can be treated as vector X  in (5) [49]. 
Time Series Gene Microarray Data Analysis 
If there are two genes, namely    and    .   
  is used to stand for the measurement 
in time point   of gene   . The assumption is made that gene    regulates gene   . To 
mathematically define the word ‘regulate’, a function need to be defined between    and 
   [15], 
 
1( )t tj iy f y
 ,  (10) 
which means that the value of gene    at time point   is determined by the value of gene 
   at time point (   ).  
The function  () is assumed to be the same for all time points         of gene 
pairs    and   , otherwise the situation will be much more complicated [52]. This 
assumption also implies that the time interval    between   and (   ) is uniform or 
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approximately uniform for all time points  . If time interval    is not the same for all  , 
usually there is no analytic solution existing [53]. For simplicity time interval    is 
assumed to be uniform.  
The function  () is a stochastic function including random error terms, which 
means that given the value of   
   , repeat calculating  (  
   ) many times will get 
different values of   
 , following some kind of distribution [54]. Since function  () is 
unknown, the values of    and    cannot be used to determine if they satisfy   
  
 (  
   ) for all time points  .  
However, because the definition of function [55], ‘given an independent variable 
 , if for all the values in the domain of  , there exists a unique value of  , then one can 
define the function  () between them’, any function   
   (  
   ) can be defined for any 
gene pairs (   ). (  
      
 ) (       ) can be plotted for all pairs (   ) in two 
dimensional (   ) plane, and the function  () can be claimed between them (   
regulates   ).  
The conclusion is that, only using the definition of function cannot decide gene    
regulates gene    or not. There needs more definitions to do this task [15]. One such 
definition is the fitting error when using   
   (  
   ) to fit the values of (  
    
 ). But 
since the function  () is unknown, the choice of  () is arbitrary. When the choice of  () is 
arbitrary, the fitting error can be zero for any measurements of genes    and    .  
So how to choose the definition of  () depends on the belief. In the simplest 
situation,  () is restricted to be a linear function [25] [42]. Then 
    1 1t t tj i i i jy f y y m m     . (11) 
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     and   are parameters, to be determined by measurements. The equation   
  
 (  
   )   (  
      )     is not the standard linear equation, but it can be derived 
from that [49]. The standard linear equation is [42] 
 
1t t
j iy y 
  .  (12) 
Assume   and   are means of   
  and   
  over time points (       ). Here 
we made an assumption that the time average of   
  or   
  exists [49]. Then   and   
also satisfy the linear equation,  
 
j im m     (13) 
Subtract (13) from (12),  
 
1( )t tj j i iy m y m
     (14) 
which is the linear equation (11). Moreover,   or   can be estimated from sample 
mean of   
  or   
  [49]. The fitting error E  is [42],  
 
  
1 2
2 1 2 2 1
[ ]
( ) ( ) 2 .
t t
i i j j
t
t t t t
i i j j i i j j
t t t
E y m y m
y m y m y m y m

 

 
   
      

  
  (15) 
Covariance Analysis 
If further assumptions that the variance of   
  or   
  exists and   is approximately 
constant for all gene pairs   
  and   
  are made, then the fitting error   defined in (15)only 
depends on  ∑ (  
      )(  
    ) , which is the sample covariance (ignore a constant 
multiplier) between   
  and   
  [56].  
As a first step, the sample covariance matrix   can be used to reconstruct gene 
regulatory networks [57]. If the estimation of sample covariance matrix   is accurate 
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enough, then the assertion that larger element      ∑ (  
      )(  
    )  will have 
a larger possibility of implying that   
    regulates   
  is reasonable [58].  
Reconstruct Gene Network 
To get a useful network, a threshold need to be determined to truncate some 
elements of  , otherwise a fully connected gene network will be got [52]. To assume   as 
numbers (point estimation) [59] or a random variables (Bayesian estimation) [60] need 
different treatment. The simplest way is to treat   as numbers and use a threshold to 
truncate   [61]. One way to determine the threshold depends on how many edges 
retained in the inference network [61].  
The reason why threshold method works is because by definition,     
∑ (  
      )(  
    ) , which is continuous function of 
1t
iy
  and 
t
jy  [62]. Even if     
is not an accurate estimation, continuous property will still let its value maintain order 
relationship with chosen threshold,               or              . 
Markov Assumption for Gene Network Analysis 
An important assumption which is called Markov Assumption [51] [63], that the 
gene expression level in time point   only depends on gene expression level in time point 
   , has been made [52]. However, in some situation this assumption is doubtable.  
Consider the situation that the time interval    is very small, lead to the result that 
  
    
     . In microarray measurement, there is always some noise whose mean is 
not zero adding to expression value   
  or   
   . Now (  
    
   ) will behaves like a 
random process without any pattern [54] [64]. The conclusion is that, too small    will 
lead to useless observation. There exists an (or more) optimal length of   , and treating 
  
  only depends on   
    may not be the best choice [19]. Maybe treating   
  depends on 
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    will give better performance [17]. This involves the determination of best    and it 
is always a difficulty problem. In current discussion we believe that considering   
  
depends on   
    is reasonable. 
Standard of Reconstructing Gene Network 
The discussion in section 4.7 tells that sample covariance matrix   is an 
approximation of the fitting error  . Since covariance matrix   can be used to reconstruct 
the gene regulatory network as discussed in section 4.8, fitting error   can also do this 
task following similar way [65].  
The linear model discussed in section 4.6 fits measurements in pairs. Consider 
three genes   ,    and   . Whether    is regulated by    or not and whether    is 
regulated by    or not are interesting questions. Use linear model in section 4.6, first 
calculate fitting error     and     and then compared them with the threshold.  
Another way to reconstruct gene network is to use the fitting coefficient  , 
instead of fitting error   [66]. Larger   implies that there is a larger impact of   
    on 
value of   
 . For clearing, in following     will be used instead of  . Using coefficient 
    is also reasonable.  
There is advantage of using     instead of     to reconstruct networks. Using 
    can be applied in more complicated situation when more independent variables are 
added into linear model [67]. For example, the following linear model contains two 
independent variables,  
 1 1t t ti im m in ny y y  
      (16) 
which includes potential regulators   
    and   
    simultaneously. The fitting error of 
this model is represented by     . It is easily understood that          and      
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    hold, which means that when adding more independent variables to linear model, the 
fitting error is non-increasing. So for problem of choosing model including two 
independent variables or model including one variable, the fitting error will always prefer 
to two variables model [68] [69].  
When fitting error of two variables model      is greater than the threshold, it 
will give two regulation edges,    regulates    and    regulates    [65].       is used 
to stand    regulates   . It lacks the ability to differentiate between the two edges, 
      and      . One may argue that,     and     can be used to choose one edge 
from those two edges. That is true. However, how does one know that in the 
reconstructed network     or     should be retained, or both of them should be retained, 
or both of them should be abandoned? Remember that the main purpose is to retain given 
number of edges from reconstructed network [61].  
A solution can be stated as follows, first use      and corresponding threshold to 
retain some     . One retained      means two edges,       and      . Usually 
one cannot obtain a threshold that will retain the given number of edges. A simple 
explanation is that,      and       contains the same regulation,      . So a threshold 
that gives a network containing larger number of edges than the given number needs to 
be selected. After retained      is selected ,( threshold)i mnE   ,     can be used to 
abandon some edges to reach the given number. However, this solution exists some 
doubtable problems, such as why do not only use     to select the edges because in 
above solution     is used as the final criteria to abandon edges.  
There is advantage of using     instead of     to reconstruct networks, to solve 
the above doubtable problem [70]. In the two variables model,  
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 1 1t t t
i im m in ny y y  
    ,  (17) 
if larger     indicates larger possibility of a regulatory relationship, then a threshold    
can be selected to retain those relationship which satisfies       . Use this procedure 
one can easily retain the given number of edges.  
Notice that there will be different values for the same     (two equations both 
contain t
iy  in left hand side and 
1t
im my
  in right hand side). Only retain the largest value 
of    , and abandon other values is reasonable [71]. For two variables model,  
  
       
         
     ,  
 αi im m in ny y y      (18) 
can be easily obtained.   ̅̅ ̅ is the time average of gene   
 . Subtract (18) from (17),  
 
1 1( ) ( )t t ti i im m m in n ny y y y y y 
        (19) 
Measurements (  
      ̅̅ ̅)(       ) can be viewed as departures from mean value 
under some influences (by other genes). Larger     (than    ) will imply that the pattern 
of departures from its mean of gene   
  is more similar with the pattern of departures of 
gene   
   , which means that   
      
  is more likely than   
      
 . When saying     
is larger, the sign of     is not considered. A negative     stands for that gene   
    
down regulates gene   
 .  
Linear Model Including All Genes 
Linear model including two independent variables discussed in section 4.10 can 
be easily extended to linear model containing all genes,   
   (       ), 
 
1t t
i ij j
j
y y   .  (20) 
  is the number of total genes. Using matrix notation, the linear model is [42, 49, 71], 
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 1 t tY ΑY Β   (21) 
Here 
    (
  
 
 
  
 
) ,   (
       
   
       
) and   (
  
 
  
).  (22) 
   is     matrix.   is    matrix.   is    matrix. The least square estimation 
method gives the estimations      and      of matrices  ,   [56, 49, 42], 
 
 
1
est
1 1 1 1
2 2 2 2
1
1
1 1 1 1
2 2 2
1
T T T T
t t t t
T T T
t t t
T

   
   


   
  
       
        
        
     
       
      
   
  
t t t t t t
t t t t
Β Y Y Y ' Y Y ' Y
Y ' Y Y ' Y
 , (23) 
 
1
est est
1 1 1 1
2 2 2
'
T T T
t t t

   
  
      
        
      
  't t t t tΑ Y Y Β Y Y Y '   (24) 
The summation in above equations are all from time point     to    . This is 
because    is the initial state of   , and there is no way to fit it [49].  
After estimation process, those estimated parameters needed to be used to 
reconstruct gene network [71]. Discussion in section 4.10 shows that, the fitting error is 
not a good standard to reconstruct gene network, since now the linear model contains   
independent variables. One selected fitting error   will give   regulatory relationships.  
In contrast,      is a good standard to reconstruct gene network [71].  Since      
is a numeric matrix, usually there is no two elements of      are equal (or the possibility 
of equal elements appear is zero [51]). Only retaining those elements of     , which have 
the largest absolute values, will reconstruct a network with given number of edges [61].  
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The threshold method works because estimated 
ij  (also  ) is continuous 
function of measurements t
iy  and 
1t
jy

. This can be seen from (20), 
 
1t t
i ij j
j
y y   . 
Write all measurements of t
iy  in time point     to     as a column vector [49], 
 
2
3
1
i
T
i
i
y
y
y
 
 
 
 
  
 
Z .  (25) 
Write all measurements of 
1t
jy

 for all genes in time point     to       as a matrix, 
 
1 1
1
2 2
1
2
1 1
1
1
1
1 N
N
T T
N
y y
y y
y y 
 
 
 
 
  
 
Z  . (26) 
The first row of 2Z  are all constants 1, which are used to include parameter   [42]. 
Write all parameters as a column vector, 
 
1i
iN


 
 
 
 
 
 
γ  . (27) 
(20) can be rewritten using 1Z , 2Z  and γ , 
 1 2Z Z γ .  (28) 
The solution of (28) is obtained by using generalized inverse of 2Z  [42], 
 sol 2 1
γ Z Z .  (29) 
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(29) shows estimated 
ij  or   in left hand side is continuous function of measurements 
t
iy  and 
1t
jy

 in right hand side [72]. Because the continuous property the estimated 
ij  
will be around its true value. So the threshold method works for those 
ij  that do not 
deviate too far from their true values [15]. 
An advantage of linear model containing all   variables than linear model 
containing only two variables is that, there is no repeated estimation of one regulatory 
relationship (     ), since the combination of regulators has only one possibility 
(       ) [71]. If use linear model with two variables, there are (   ) combinations 
of two independent variables  (     )   (     )  (except combination (     )) will 
have the same regulatory relationship (     ) [65]. 
Number of Parameters in Linear Model 
The linear model containing   independent variables has its advantages. However, 
it also has disadvantages. One biggest disadvantage is that it has a large number of 
parameters [66]. Its parameters are matrices  ,  . The number of parameters is (    ). 
Since measurements    in   time point         give (   ) equations, and one 
equation is a     vector, there will need (    )  ⁄        time points to 
uniquely determine those parameters [42, 41]. In some situation this requirement is 
impossible to be fulfilled [73]. 
So there is a need to develop a different model, which can be used when the 
above requirement is not satisfied [74]. Let us calculate how many time points needed to 
uniquely determine the parameters of linear model containing one independent variable. 
Linear equation   
       
       contains two parameters for one gene pair (     ). 
The number of time points needed to uniquely determine the parameters        is 3 [42, 
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49]. So at least the linear equation of one variable can be applied to dataset with a few 
time points. 
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CHAPTER V 
HIDDEN VARIABLE MODELS 
Reason of Introducing Hidden Variables 
The above discussion shows that decrease the number of variables in linear model 
will effectively decrease the number of time points needed to infer parameters. Here we 
will discuss another method to decrease the number of parameters, which is called State 
Space Model (SSM) [75] [76] [77] [52] [78] [79].  
SSM introduces new variables, called hidden variables, into the model [49].    is 
used to represent the hidden variables in time point  .    is a    matrix (vector),  
   (
  
 
 
  
 
)         (30) 
and usually  is much less than   otherwise the number of parameters cannot decrease 
[80]. Hidden variables    is assumed to be responsible for the measurements of   . Since 
Hidden variables    cannot be directly observed, so are there existing hidden variables is 
out of our concerns. The only purpose to introduce Hidden variables    is to reduce the 
number of parameters in SSM [76]. 
From our assumption,    is responsible for the measurements of    in time point 
 . So there must exist a function  () between    and    [64],  
 ( )t tY f X .  (31) 
The bold  () is used to emphasis that  () is a     vector, which will have   values. 
The simplest case of course is linear assumption about  (),  
 t tY HX .  (32) 
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  is a     matrix. Here the constant term is absorbed into    (the first element of    
is 1) and its corresponding value is absorbed into   (the first column of ), to make the 
following equation simple [42] [49].  
After introducing function  (), the relationship between hidden variable    and 
observed variable    (   is the measurement in time point  ) is established. However, 
since    is hidden variable, the value of    cannot be determined from experiment [63]. 
Our purpose is to reconstruct gene network, which is the relationship between genes 
  (      ) [71]. Only the definition of function  (), between    and   , cannot 
realize the intent. Then more functions must be introduced. 
Consider variables we already have at hand, which are hidden variables    and 
observed variables   . To avoid introducing more variables (and corresponding 
parameters), a function should be defined on variables    and/or   . The function 
between    and    is already introduced [49],  
    (  )     .  
Then the left domains to define a function are (     ) and (     ). The function defined 
on domain (     ) is in the linear model and it will lead to large number of parameters. 
This is contrary with our initial purpose, to decrease the number of parameters. Then the 
domain of newly introduced function  () should be (     ) [64],  
 1( )t tX g X .  (33) 
Of course the simplest form of function  () is again linear,  
  1 1  t t tX g X FX .  (34) 
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Reconstruct Gene Network Using Hidden Variables 
 Now there are two functions,  () and  (). The left question is, how to reconstruct 
the gene network, which gives relationships between genes   , from those two equations? 
Remember how we reconstruct network from linear model in section 4.11,          
 . The matrix   is the key item to construct a network [71]. 
So if the relationship (equation) between    and      can be obtained from 
existing functions  () and  (), then the problem is solved [78, 61]. To do this, one uses 
the generalized inverse of  [81, 42]. Then [61], 
  1
1






t t
t
t
Y HX
H FX
HFH Y
 . (35) 
The last equation holds because [42] 
 
1 1

 t tH Y X  . (36) 
If  has full column rank, then H  can be written as [42], 
  
1
' '
 H H H H .  (37) 
Since  is a     matrix,    is a    matrix. If the rank of   is no less than , 
which is usually the case when  is much more less than  , then    is a full rank 
matrix and (37) holds. Now the similar relationship between    and      in SSM is 
established, compared with linear model in section 4.11, and the matrix     can be 
used to reconstruct the gene network [61], in the similar way discussed in linear model in 
section 4.11.  
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Regression Form of Hidden Variables Model 
 The linear model with hidden variables discussed in section 5.1 and 5.2 can be 
translated into regression method, which means that it can also be applied to data without 
time order [82, 48]. 
 To follow widely used notation in Regression method, a linear regression problem 
is usually defined as [82], 
 y Xβ .  (38) 
(28) gives the similar equation. y  is 1N   vector, standing for N  measurements. X  is 
N K matrix and each column of X  stands for independent variables when 
corresponding measurement is observed, so there are totally K  independent variables. β
is 1K  vector, standing for K  parameters in this linear regression model. 
 To determine parameter β  in (38), the LSE definition in (6) is used and the result 
is given in (29). However, if N K  or 'X X  does not have full rank, then (37) cannot be 
used. However, generalized inverse in (29) always gives a solution; maybe is a special 
solution (for the situation of more than one solution exist) or approximate solution (for 
the situation that no exact solution exists), depends on the property of matrix X  [42]. 
 Another way to find a solution of (38) is to use the same idea as discussed in 
section 5.1 [42]. Define new variables newX  and newβ  as, 
 
,
.
new
new


X XH
Hβ β
  (39) 
H  is a K M  matrix and the purpose of introducing H  is to reduce the number of 
parameters in model. 
 After introducing newX  and newβ , (38) becomes, 
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 new
new new



y Xβ
XHβ
X β
.  (40) 
If newX  is known, then (40) is the regression problem with reduced number of parameters. 
However, newX  and H  cannot be uniquely estimated from the equation (39), because 
there lacks the similar restriction equation like (33) in regression form [42, 82, 83]. How 
to estimate newX  and H  will be discussed in section 5.5. 
Infer Parameters in Hidden Variables Model 
How to infer parameters in SSM is important. SSM includes two equations,  
 ( ) t t tY f X HX   (41) 
and  
  1 1  t t tX g X FX .  (42) 
(41) and (42) are simple version of usually used State Space Model, which treats 
tX and 
tY  as random variables [49]. The parameters of SSM are matrices  ,   and   .    is the 
value of    at time point    .    at time point     also can be assumed as the start 
state, instead of   . This is not a big deal and    is assumed to be the first state.  
If    are known for all time points        , then matrix   can be estimated by 
using least square from          [42]. Remember the equation  
 
t t
X H Y ;  (43) 
if matrix  is known, then the values of    can be obtained. Move to function (41) 
      ; if the values of    are known, then matrix  can be obtained by using least 
square. The values of    and  depend on each other and cannot be decided separately 
[42, 82]. 
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 The LSE for (41) is defined as [42], 
 ( ) ( )
t
LSE   t t t tY HX ' Y HX .  (44) 
First assume that those    and  of minimization of (44) exist, and they are stand by 
  
   
 and    . One can easily see that   
   
 and     must satisfy the following two 
equations [81, 84, 64], 
 
 sol sol sol sol
sol sol sol sol
1
' '
' '
t t
t t t t
t t


 
 
 
 
X H H H Y
H X X X Y
.  (45) 
However, the exact solution of (45) cannot be finding right now. 
One may ask, why not using the equation 
 
1

t tY HFH Y   (46) 
to infer matrices   and  . The LSE for (46) is, 
    1 1'
t
LSE 


   t t t tY HFH Y Y HFH Y .  (47) 
The LSE  definition in (47) is more complicated than that in (44), thus is more hard to be 
useful. 
Another explanation is that, we cannot make sure that the estimated matrix   
from least square satisfies decomposition in (46), which means that there exist matrices 
  and  , and   can be write as 
 
C HFH .  (48) 
Moreover, if one can get the estimation of matrix  , then there is no need to introduce 
matrices  and  . More discussion is in Chapter 8. 
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The analytic solution of least square with hidden variables is not available and 
instead iterative method can be used to get the approximately estimation of matrices   
and   [82]. 
The iterative procedure is in following [82], 
(1) Guess an initial value of matrix ,  .  
(2) Calculate values of    using      
   . 
(3) Use least square to estimate matrix  from       . The estimation matrix is 
represented by   . Calculate the Frobenius norm [42]   of (     ). If 
   is greater than a selected error level, like     , then let     , and go 
to procedure (2), otherwise go to procedure (4). 
(4) Use least square to estimate matrix    from         . Use         
 
 
to reconstruct gene network. 
The idea of above iterative procedure is that, though values of    are unknown, 
they can be estimated from    and initially guessed  . Then value of  can be updated 
by using values of (     ). Repeat this iteration until it converges, when values of   
before and after updating do not have obvious differences [82]. Simply speaking, the 
iteration is starting from an initial guess   
  and  , and use two equations in (45) to 
iteratively update    and  [85, 86]. 
One question about the above procedure is that, does it converge? The answer is 
yes and we argue that in each iterative process the least square fitting error is decreasing 
[82]. The least square estimation 
 0 00 0 0( ) ( )
t
Err    t t t tY H X ' Y H X   (49) 
with initially guessed matrix   and hidden variables   
 . Then in process (2) updates 
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 1 1
0 0 0( )
 ' '
t t
X H H H Y   (50) 
and the corresponding least square estimation is marked as     . Since   
 
 is the least 
square estimation of ∑ (       ) (       )  for   ,  
 1 0Err Err   (51) 
holds [42]. In process (3)   is obtained by using least square estimation for ∑ (    
   
 ) (      
 ), and the corresponding error is marked as     .  
 2 1Err Err   (52) 
holds. The iterative procedure repeatedly uses processes (2) and (3) and the fitting error is 
always decreasing. Since fitting error must be no less than zero, then the iteration should 
converge [50]. 
However, the above iterative procedure only uses        in its updating 
processes (2) and (3) as the LSE definition. Since    is also involved in equation (42) 
        ,  
one may also want to incorporate          in the updating processes, or in the 
definition of LSE.  
The idea is that, instead of only trying to minimize LSE in (44) 
∑ (      ) (      ) ,  
now we try to minimize [50] 
 1 1( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
t t
Err        t t t t t t t tY HX ' Y HX X FX ' X FX   (53) 
A new term 
 1 1( ) ( )
t
   t t t tX FX ' X FX   (54) 
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is added in the objective function (53) to confront the fact that    does not only need to 
satisfy the equation (41) 
 t tY HX ,  (55) 
it also need to satisfy the equation (42) 
 1t tX FX .  (56) 
The least square estimation of  if tX  given [42], 
 
1
   
    
   
 est t t t t
t t
H X X ' X Y'   (57) 
The least square estimation of   if tX  given is,  
 
1
1 1 1

  
   
    
   
 est t t t t
t t
F X X ' X X ' .  (58) 
The least square estimation of   , given  and  , is 
    
1
1 1

     
est ' '
t t t tX H H I F'F H Y FX F'X .  (59) 
  is    identity matrix [41]. Obviously   
   
 takes into account the contribution of 
both equations for   , compared with the estimation of    in process (2) in (50),  
    
   ,  
which is derived from equation        only.  
Notice that the estimations    ,      and   
   
 use the value of    (    ). 
Moreover,   
   
 also uses values of  and  . The above three equations of     ,      
and   
   
 (57), (58) and (59) can uniquely determine values of    ,      and   
   
 since 
we have three variables and three equations [42].  
However, those nonlinear multi-variables equations can only be solved using 
iterative method [85, 42, 82]. The idea of iterative method is first guessing the initial 
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values of variables, and then uses some iterative equations to update the values of those 
variables. If one can make sure that each updating will decrease the cost (error) function 
and there is a minimum value for the cost (error) function, which is usually zero, then the 
method will converge to some (local or global) minimum. 
In our case the iterative method is [82], 
(1) Guess an initial value of matrix ,  . 
(2) Use   to calculate the initial value of   ,   
  (  
   )
    
   . Use   
 
 
to calculate the initial value of  ,   .  
(3) Use  ,   
 
 and    to update   
 ,   
  (  
        
   )
  (  
    
      
         
 ). 
(4) Use   
 
 to update  ,   (∑     
   )(∑   
   
   )
  
. Use   
 
 to update 
  ,    (∑   
     
   )(∑     
     
   )
  
.  
(5) Use  ,   
 
 and    to update   
 ,   
  (  
        
   )
  (  
    
      
         
 ). 
(6) Repeat this procedure until program convergences.  
The above iterative procedure is guaranteed to be convergent [82]. Since in each 
updating process of (3), (4) and (5), the least square estimation     is not increasing. 
Assume that we use notation (  
       )  (  
       ) to stand for one iteration 
procedure. The relations between (  
       ) and (  
       )are, 
 
2 1
1 1
2 1
1 1
2 1
1 1
( , , ),
( , , ),
( , , )



tt X t
H t
F t
X f X H F
H f X H F
F f X H F
  (60) 
which means all parameters are updating simultaneously.  
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However, our iterative procedure updates parameters one by one, which means 
the following equations,  
 1 2 2
1 1 1 1 2 2( , , ) ( , , ) ( , , ) t t tX H F X H F X H F   (61) 
The updating of    and (   ) are independent. This updating step can make sure that the 
least square estimation is no increasing. This iterative procedure takes into account the 
effect of equation         , so it may perform better [50]. 
Infer Parameters in Regression Method with Hidden Variables 
Section 5.4 discusses how to infer parameters in linear model with hidden 
variables in section 5.1. This section will discuss how to infer parameters for regression 
method introduced in section 5.3. The solution is a generalization of Singular Value 
Decomposition (SVD) [42]. 
The original linear regression problem is to solve β  from [42, 82] 
 y Xβ ,  (62) 
when measurement y  and variables X  are already known. After introducing hidden 
variables newX  and corresponding parameters newβ , 
 
,
.
new
new


X XH
Hβ β
  (63) 
(62) becomes (40), 
 new newy X β .  (64) 
To solve the new regression problem in (64), newX  must be known. newX  cannot be 
solved from the equation (63), since there is no similar restriction equation like (33) in 
regression form [42].  
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 To conquer this difficulty, more restriction conditions must be introduced to 
determine newX  and H . Since for regression data there is no temporal restriction, 
Principal Component Analysis is introduced to be as new restriction condition [87]. 
 Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is detailed illustrated in section 6.5 [87, 50]. 
It introduces a transformation matrix P  with dimension K K , which transforms 
regression data X  to a new data sample PCAX , 
 PCA X XP .  (65) 
P  is orthogonal matrix, and the i -th column of P  will maximize the variance of 
corresponding transformed column of X , if 1-th column to ( 1)i  -th column of P  are 
already known, 
  , ,Var j i
j
X P    (66) 
is maximized, given 
,1P  to , 1iP . 
 
,jX  is the j -th row of X  and ,iP  is i -th column of P . Var
j
 means the variance 
is respect for 
,jX  from 1-th row to N -th row of X , when ,iP  is keeping the same value.  
 Matrix P  can be determined by regression data X  itself. Newly introduced 
restriction condition (66) will help to determine newX  
and H  in (63) [87]. Because 
 
1
1
PCA





y Xβ
XPP β
X P β
,  (67) 
the comparison of (63) and (67) shows that H  is the first M column of matrix P , 
  ,1 ,2 ,MH P P P .  (68) 
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 After H  is known, then newX  can be calculated from (63). The simplified 
regression problem (64) can be solved if  'new newX X  has full rank, usually the case if 
M N  [42, 87]. The parameter β  in original regression problem (62) is, 
  
 
1
1
' '
' ' '
new
new new new





β Hβ
H X X X y
H H X XH H Xy
.  (69) 
 The solution in (69) equals the solution obtained by using Singular Value 
Decomposition, if means of columns of X  and y  are 0 [87, 42]. Singular Value 
Decomposition (SVD) [42, 87] expresses a N K  matrix X  as multiplies of three 
matrices, 
 'X UΣV .  (70) 
 U  is N N  orthogonal matrix. Σ  is N K  diagonal matrix, whose non-negative 
elements are in diagonal, and they are arranged by their order relationships, such as the 
largest element is in the top left corner and following is the second largest element, etc. 
V  is K K  orthogonal matrix. 
 An important conclusion of SVD is that [42, 87], if means of columns of X  are 0, 
then matrix V  is the transformation matrix P in (65). By using SVD (70), (62) becomes, 
 
'


y Xβ
UΣV β
.  (71) 
  The solution of (71) can be obtained by using the generalized inverse 1Σ  of Σ   
[42, 43], which is defined as the transpose of a matrix, whose non-zero elements are 
reciprocal of corresponding largest M  elements in Σ , 
 1 'β VΣ U y .  (72) 
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 Since V  is the transformation matrix P in (65), if means of columns of X  are 0, 
and in (68) only the first M  columns of P  are used to comprise a new matrix H . V  can 
be written as [42, 87], 
  1 2V V V .  (73) 
 1V  is the K M  submatrix of V , and 2V  is the  K K M   submatrix of V . 
Similarly Σ  can be written as, 
 
1
2
0
0
 
  
 
Σ
Σ
Σ
,  (74) 
and U  can be written as, 
 
1
2
 
  
 
U
U
U
.  (75) 
 By using (73)-(75), newX  in (69) becomes [42, 87], 
 
   
 
1
1 2 1 2 1
2
1
1 2
2
1 1
0
'
0
0
0 0
new 
 
  
 
  
   
  

X XH
Σ
U U V V V
Σ
Σ I
U U
Σ
U Σ
.  (76) 
 Then β  in (69) becomes, 
 
 
    
1
1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1
1 1 1
' '
' '
'
new new new






β H X X X y
V U Σ U Σ U Σ y
V Σ U y
.  (77) 
 Notice that β  in (72) obtained by using SVD is, 
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    
1
1
1
1 2 1 2
1
1 1 1
'
0
'
0 0
'




 
  
 

β VΣ U y
Σ
V V U U y
V Σ U y
.  (78) 
 (77) and (78) are identical, which means that when means of columns of X  are 
all 0, the method discussed in this section by using PCA achieves the same result as by 
using SVD [42, 87]. 
 However, in most applications means of columns of X  are not 0, and there will 
be difference between solutions of SVD and PCA [87]. 
 Using _L inv
newX  to stand for the left inverse [43] of newX , satisfying, 
 _L inv
new new X X I .  (79) 
For our discussion, _L inv
newX  is the simplification symbol of  
1
' 'new new new

X X X . (64) 
may not be accurately recovered, if newX  has small number of columns [42]. The 
recovered data Ry  is [42, 87], 
 
 
_
_
R new new
L inv
new new
L inv



y X β
X X y
XH XH y
.  (80) 
 The difference between Ry  and y  is, 
 
         
  
_ _
_
' ' '
'
L inv L inv
R R
L inv
    
  
y y y y y XH XH I XH XH I y
y XH XH I y
.  (81) 
In (81) if column rank of XH  is larger than or equal to its row rank, the difference will 
be 0 [42]. In following only non-zero difference will be considered. 
 The H  minimizing (81) satisfies [84], 
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 
-1
' '
' '
'


BH = CH H CH H BH
B X yy X
C X X
.  (82) 
However, (82) cannot be used to determine H , since it is an undetermined equation [42, 
41]. 
 Instead, considering the simplification of (81), the Frobenius norm [42] of 
  _L inv XH XH I , 
      _ _Tr 'L inv L inv N M       XH XH I XH XH I .  (83) 
M  is the number of columns of matrix H . N  is the number of rows of matrix X . (83) 
holds when M N . Since (83) only depends on M , the Frobenius norm of 
  _L inv XH XH I  cannot be used as minimization criteria [87]. 
Let   _L inv  A XH XH I , then the following criteria can be used to 
determine H  [42, 87, 38], 
 
,
,
min | |i j
i j
 
 
 
 A .  (84) 
Number of Parameters in Hidden Variables Model 
The discussion in section 5.4 introduces two iterative methods, about how to 
reconstruct the gene network from linear equations with hidden variables. The original 
purpose of introducing hidden variables   , is to reduce the number of parameters [88, 
76]. After reducing the number of parameters, the gene network reconstruction method 
[61] can be used in the situation that there are not enough data points to uniquely 
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determine values of parameters based on some criteria. The solution obtained using 
hidden variables is a generalization of SVD (PCA) [42, 87]. 
The criterion used in here is to minimize the least square error, which is called 
least square estimation [42]. The least square estimation is the most widely used 
parameter estimation method, since it can give the closed (analytic) forms of parameters 
[42, 50].  
Now let us calculate the number of parameters in linear model with hidden 
variables [50]. The parameters are (      ) and the number of parameters is (  
     ). Remember that the number of parameters in linear model is (    ). 
While  is much less than  , the number of parameters in linear model with hidden 
variables is approximately   ⁄  fraction of linear model without hidden variables. This is 
a considerable reduction of number of parameters [76], and the cost for doing that is the 
complexity of method to find values of parameters. 
Since Hidden variables    cannot be directly observed, the length of   , , 
cannot be directly determined from data; so we need to find some methods or criteria to 
determine it [75, 52, 77]. Moreover, the performance of our reconstruction method should 
not vary obviously when  changes between an interval; too large  will not make sense 
[77]. For example, if   , then there is no need to introduce  to reduce the number 
of parameters. In later chapter this question will be answered by using specific data to test 
the method. 
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CHAPTER VI 
STATE SPACE MODEL AND BOOLEAN NETWORKS 
State Space Model 
The above methods discussed in section 5.4 use least square estimation to fit 
equations        or/and         . This is a special situation of maximum 
likelihood estimation, that the covariance matrix is assumed to be identity matrix [56, 42].  
Maximum likelihood estimation [42, 50, 60] assumes some observed variable,  , 
has Gaussian distribution [51].   is    vector, and is observed in time points   
     .    is the observed variable in time point  . (            ) are assumed to be 
independently identical Gaussian distributions (i.i.d) [50], and the covariance matrix   
and the mean vector   are the same for all   .   and   are unknown quantities, and need 
to be determined from observations    [50, 42]. 
Notice that the notation    is used to stand for random variables and observations, 
and its meaning can be determined by related context. Maximum likelihood estimation 
(MLE) [42, 50] maximizes the following item, which is called likelihood, 
 
   
' 11
2
/2 1/2
1
Likelihood
(2 ) | |
t
N
e

  


t tZ Λ Σ Z Λ
.  (85) 
 One can see that, if covariance matrix   is kept as identity matrix, then MLE 
equals least square estimation [42]. MLE can be seen as a generalization of least square 
estimation by making the assumption that observed variables are (i.i.d) Gaussian 
distributed [50]. 
In linear model with hidden variables there are two kinds of variables,    and    
[64]. If    and    are assumed to be both independently identical Gaussian distributions 
then MLE can be used to generalize the least square estimation discussed in section 5.4. 
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However, since    and    satisfy two equations,  
 1t tX FX ,  (86) 
and  
 t tY HX ,  (87) 
actually    and    are not independently identical Gaussian distributions [50]. This 
means that     and     are not independent even when      . The same holds for 
(       ) and (       ) pairs even when      .  
However, since    and    are random variables, the above two equations (86) 
         and (87)        cannot be exactly satisfied [42, 50]. This is because 
there is no meaning to say that two random variables are equal [51]. So the above two 
equations (86)and (87) should be changed to the follow forms [61] [89] [50] [49] [64] 
[90], 
 1 , t t tX FX α   (88) 
 . t t tY HX β   (89) 
   and    are random variables.  
If two random variables    and    are independently, identical distributions, then 
their difference  
 1 2 K Z Z   (90) 
is also a random variables [50]. The mean of  is   and the covariance of   is 
 1 2 1cov( ) cov( ) 2cov( ) Z Z Z .  (91) 
Though    and    are not independent, we can assume that some functions of    
and    are independent [50]. In here    (       ) are assumed to be independent, 
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identical Gaussian distributions with zero mean and covariance matrix  .   (  
     ) are assumed to be independent, identical Gaussian distributions with zero mean 
and covariance matrix   [64, 90].  
This is a reasonable assumption. Because    and    are residues in the model, and 
their values are usually around   [42]. In linear model with hidden variables, the 
parameters are matrices  and  . After introducing    and   , the new parameters   and 
  are appearing. The MLE needs to estimate all those parameters using observations    
[50], 
 
   
   
' 1
1 1
' 1
1
2
/2 1/2
1
2
/2 1/2
1
Likelihood
(2 ) | |
1
(2 ) | |
M
t
N
t
e
e



 

  
  




t t t t
t t t t
X FX P X FX
Y FX Q Y FX
P
Q
.  (92) 
 One needs to find the parameters   (       ) to maximize the above 
likelihood in (92).   is used to stand for all parameters in the model. But because    is 
hidden variables, the value of    is unknown.    needs to be estimated from observations 
   [50]. 
Infer Parameters in State Space Model 
Now given parameters   and observations   ,            in (92) is a function of 
random variable   , and it is also a random variable [42, 51]. Maximize a random 
variables has no meaning. Instead, one can maximize the expectation of a random 
variable [50]. 
So our objective is to maximize   (          ).   means the expectation of 
           and subscript   means the expectation is conditional, given   (       ) 
[49]. Further assumption that    is Gaussian distribution must be made otherwise 
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  (          ) cannot be calculated. To determine a Gaussian distribution   , its mean 
vector and variance matrix must be known [60]. Since the estimation of   (          ) 
needs the distribution   , and the determination of distribution    needs the value of 
parameters  , only iterative method can be used to maximize the likelihood 
  (          ).  
The iterative method is [50, 61], 
(1) Guess the initial distribution of   
 , initial value of parameters   . Use 
those values to determine the distributions of   
 
 (       ).  
(2) Since the distributions of   
 
 (       ) are already known, the 
estimation of likelihood   (          ) can be calculated given  
 . 
Determine the new value of    and new distribution   
 , which maximize 
  (          ). 
(3) Use those new values to determine the distributions of   
 
 (       ). 
(4) Repeated until the procedure converges.  
  
 
 means the distribution of    in iteration one.  
  means the values of   in iteration 
one. A new distribution    is introduced and we assume that there is no corresponding 
observation    existing [50]. Or one can use the distribution    as a start state to estimate 
the distributions    (       ) [61]. 
The mean vector and variance matrix of    are represented by    and   , which 
are the parameters determining a Gaussian distribution.    and    are also parameters of 
this model and one can define the new parameters [50] 
 0 0( , , , , , )Θ H F P Q μ Σ .  (93) 
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The above iteration method has two steps, estimation of distributions of    and 
estimation of parameters   [50, 61]. First we discuss how to estimate the distributions of 
   if parameters   are given. 
The mean vector and variance matrix of    are represented by    and   . Now we 
need to differentiate the real value of    (  ) and the real value of it (them). We use   
  
to stand for the estimation of    in iteration one. The same notation is used for   . Since 
the initial distribution of    is already known, then one need to estimate   
  and   
 . 
The iteration number is arbitrary, since we estimate the distributions of    within one 
iteration.  
Use the equation (88)  
           ,  
one can see that,  
 1 0 0( ) ( ) ( ) ( )E E E E  tX FX α F X ,  (94) 
which is,  
 1 0μ Fμ .  (95) 
Since the estimation of    is already known,   
 , then one can get the estimation of 
 1 11 0μ Fμ .  (96) 
However, since   
  is already an approximation of   , the estimation in (96)   
  
   
  of course has some error.  
One question is that, is there any better estimation of   ? The answer is yes [64, 
90], because the equation in (89)           is not used in estimation. For example, 
if (      
 ) has large difference ((      
 )    (      
 ) is large), then 
maybe because the estimation   
  is not good enough.  
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A standard to define a good estimation   
 , must be established. A 
straightforward standard is the deviation of   
   from    [49],  
 1 1
1 1 1 1( ) ( ) μ μ ' μ μ .  (97) 
However, since    is unknown, this standard cannot be used.  
If one notices that,  
 
   
 
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ' ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
E E
E
              
  
X μ ' X μ X μ μ μ X μ μ μ
X μ ' X μ
,  (98) 
which means that      is the minimization point of function   (    ) (    )  
[49]. The independent variable of function   (    ) (    )  is  , and   stands for 
expectation of variable   .  
For variable   , one do not know that   
  is the minimization point of function 
  (    ) (    )  or not. But one can assume that the variance matrix [64] 
  1 1 10 0 0 0 0( )( )E  Σ X μ X μ ' .  (99) 
Now the task is to find   
  to minimize   (    ) (    ) . As discussed in 
above, using (88)             only one can get (96)   
     
  and [49] 
 1 1
1 0 
'Σ FΣ F P .  (100) 
However, since the best estimation of    is,  
 1 1 11 0 1 0( )  μ Fμ μ Fμ ,  (101) 
which means that one additional term can be added to the estimation of   
 , lead to 
better result.  
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From equation (89)           one can see that, large deviation (   
   
 )    (      
 ) means one need to add some term to the estimation, making the 
deviation (      
 )    (      
 ) smaller.  
The estimation   
 , by minimizing (     )  
  (     ) only, can be 
obtained. However, one want to use both those two equations, (88)             and 
(89)          , to get a better estimation of   . One way to do this, is to consider 
the following linear combination [64, 49],  
 1 1 1
1 0 1 1 0( )  μ Fμ K Y HFμ .  (102) 
   is undetermined matrix. One must notice that, now   
  is a linear function of random 
variable   . Since    is random variable, if one repeated experiment several times, 
usually the observation values of    are different [51]. Then   
  is also random variable, 
in contrast with mean   .  
Now the estimation error is [64],  
 
 
 
1 1
1 0 1 1 01 1
1 1 1 1 1 1
1 0 1 1 0
1 1
1 0 1 1 1 0
1 1
1 0 1 1 1 0
1 1
1 1 0 1 1 0
1 1
( ) '
( ) '( )
( )
( ) '
( )
( )( ) ' ( )( )
(
E E
E
E
E
      
    
       
       
  
        
          

X Fμ K Y HFμ
X μ X μ
X Fμ K Y HFμ
X Fμ K HX β HFμ
X Fμ K HX β HFμ
I K H X Fμ I K H X Fμ
K β 
 
  
1 1
1 1
1 1 0 1 0 1
1 1 1 1
) '( )
Tr ( ) ( )( ) ' ( )
Tr ' ' .
E
E
      

K β
I K H X Fμ X Fμ I K H '
K β β K
 (103) 
   means the trace of matrix. In the above calculation in (103)    is treated as random 
variable, to make sure that for any possible observation   , the estimation   
  will give 
better result in average. 
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  (      
 )(      
 )   is the estimation of variance matrix of   , when only use 
equation (88)            ; and we already show that in (100),  
 1 1 1
1 0 1 0 0[( )( ) ']E    
'
X Fμ X Fμ FΣ F P ,  (104) 
which is represented by   ̃. The corresponding error is,  
 
1 1
1 0 1 0 1[( ) ( )] Tr( )E   X Fμ ' X Fμ Σ .  (105) 
After consider equation (89)          , the error becomes [49], 
      1 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1( ) ( ) Tr ( ) ( ) Tr 'E      X μ ' X μ I K H Σ I K H ' K QK .  (106) 
   is the only undetermined matrix in the above equation (106).   can be obtained by 
minimizing the above error (106) [61] [89] [50] [49] [64], 
  
1
1 1 1

 'K Σ H' HΣ H Q .  (107) 
Now the estimation of mean of    in (102),  
  
     
    (       
 )  
is known since   is obtained.  
The variance matrix of    [64],  
 
 1 1 11 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1
1 1
( )( )
( ) ( ) '
( )
E  
   
 
Σ X μ X μ '
I K H Σ I K H ' K QK
I K H Σ
.  (108) 
The next step is to estimate the distribution of   , whose mean vector and 
variance matrix are   
  and   
 . Since the estimation of distribution of    is already 
known, one can use the same method discussed above, how to estimate distribution of    
given that the distribution of    is known. This is iterative method and one can estimate 
the distribution of    from   to   in order [64, 61]. 
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If the distribution of   (       ) are known, then   (          ) can be 
maximized by selecting the corresponding parameters   [61] [50] [91].  
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(     )
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   (110) 
The last three terms in above equation (110) contain the distribution of initial 
hidden variable   . Use derivation for matrix one can obtain the estimation of parameters 
 , given distributions of   (       ) are known [61] [50], 
  0 0YEμ X ,  (111) 
  0 0 0 0 0( )( ) 'YE  Σ X μ X μ ,  (112) 
    
1
1 1 1Y YE E

  
  
   
  
 t t t t
t t
F X X ' X X ' ,  (113) 
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   1 1
1
'YE  
 
     
 
 t t t t
t
P X FX X FX
T
,  (114) 
    
1
Y YE E

  
   
  
 t t t t
t t
H Y X ' X X '   (115) 
   
1
'YE
 
     
 
 t t t t
t
Q Y HX Y HX
T
.  (116) 
The calculation of above equations (111)-(116) need the value of            , 
             ,           and           [50, 61]. To calculate               or 
         , there is need to discuss more things about the estimation of   .  
One can easily prove that the estimation of   ,   
 , is a linear function of 
  (       ), and this linear function minimizes   (     
 ) (     
 )  for all 
possible linear combinations of   (       ) [49]. The estimation of   ,   
  also is a 
linear function of   , but    is not random variable. Here need to point out that the 
expectation operation  () uses the true distribution of    [50]. For example,  (  )     
and  (  )    
 .  
Then one question is, when the true distribution of    is unknown, how to 
calculate   (     
 ) (     
 ) . This term can be calculated if   (     
 ) (   
  
 )  is known [64]. As mentioned above,   (     
 ) (     
 )  is minimized by 
assuming that   
  is a linear function of   (       ) (and   ). Here    and   
  are 
not distinguished, since no meaning of doing so. One important theorem states that [49],  
  1( ) 0E  t t tX μ Y' , (117) 
if   
  is the linear combination of   , minimizing   (     
 ) (     
 ) . Following 
the theorem one will have 
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  1 1( ) 0E  t t tX μ μ '   (118) 
and 
 1 1{ ( ) } 0E  
t t t
μ X μ ' ,  (119) 
which means that   
  is orthogonal to the residue (     
 ) [49, 92]. 
Now let us discuss more accurate method to estimate   . As mentioned before, 
the estimation of   ,   
  is a linear function of   (       ) [89] [50] [49]. That means, 
all observations    with     are used to obtain   
 . But the observations   (    
     ) with     are not used in estimation   
 . One can easily see that if introduce 
more random variables into the estimation of   
 , the estimation error   (   
  
 ) (     
 )  will always no increasing. So one could include observations   (  
       ) into the estimation   
  and get less error [61] [50] [50] [64]. We use   
  to 
stand for the estimation of   , which is a linear function of   (       ). If one notice 
this fact   
    
 , the following iterative equation can be obtained [49],  
 2 1 2 1
1( )  t t t t tμ μ J μ Fμ .  (120) 
Here 
 1 11t t tJ Σ F'Σ .  (121) 
Starting from     one will get all estimation   
 (       ).  
Now we can calculate           [49, 50, 61], 
 
  1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
( )( )
( )( )
Y Y
Y
E E
E
      
     
t t t t t t t t
t t t t t t
X X ' X μ μ X μ μ '
X μ X μ ' μ μ '
,  (122) 
which uses the fact that    (     
 )  
      and      
 (     
 )     because 
         
 . 
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            is the expectation of multiplication of two random variables    and      [49, 
50, 61], 
 
  '1 1 1
1 1 1
( )
( )
Y YE E  
  
   
 
t t t t t
t t t
X X ' FX α X
F Σ μ μ '
,  (123) 
which uses the fact that          
     and if the given    is from    to    (  
     ). 
          can be calculated as [49, 50, 61], 
 
 
1
Y YE E    

'
t t t t
t t
Y X ' Y X
Y μ
,  (124) 
which treats    as a number (not random variable), since the value of    is already 
observed and YE  is the conditional expectation given   . 
Convergence of State Space Model and Comparison with Linear Model 
More discussion about why choosing this form to improve the estimation 
accuracy of   ,   
     
    (      
 ) in (102), will be made. The improved 
variance matrix is,   
  (     )  ̃ in (108). One can easily see that, due to our 
standard,  
      1 1 11 1 1 1 1 1( )( ) Tr TrE    X μ X μ ' Σ Σ   (125) 
since     ̃ is positive definite matrix [56].  
The two equations     (  ) and      (     )(     )   cannot be 
used to find the optimum values of    and   . So by now    and    are not updated; 
their values are keeping as their initial guesses [64]. How to update    and    will be 
discussed in section 6.2. 
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Now let us discuss the iterative method will maximize the likelihood or not. The 
updating process of this method includes two steps [61] [50] [91],  
(1) given the old distributions of   
 
 (       ), determine the new value of    and 
new distribution   
 , which maximize   (          ).  
(2) Use those new values to determine the new distributions of   
 
 (       ). Step (1) 
obviously increases   (          ). However, that does step (2) increase  (          ) 
or not is hard to be proved.  
But we can argue that based on following discussion, it will do so. Let us consider 
those terms in   (          ) in (110), containing   ,  
 
       
   
1 1
1 1 1 1
1
1 1
2 2
1
2
Y Y
Y
E E
E
 
   

   
        
   
 
   
 
t t t t t t t t
t t t t
X FX 'P X FX X FX 'P X FX
Y HX 'Q Y HX
. (126) 
Since every distribution    has    and    as its parameters, step (2) can be 
seemed as find new parameters    and    of   , which will increase   (          ), 
given parameters   [50]. The quadratic terms of    in   (          ) are, 
 
   
    
  
1 1 1
1 1 1
1 1 1
1 1 1
2 2 2
1
Tr
2
1
Tr
2
Y Y Y
Y
E E E
E
  
  
  
            
     
      
t t t t t t
' '
t t
' '
t t t
FX 'P FX X 'P X HX 'Q HX
F P F P H Q H X X '
F P F P H Q H Σ μ μ '
.  (127) 
The linear terms of    in   (          ) are, ignoring terms containing tY , 
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 
   
   
    
1 1 1 1
1 1 -1 -1
1 1
1 1
1 1
-1 -1
1 1
1 1 1 1
2 2 2 2
1 1
Tr ' Tr
2 2
1 1
Tr Tr
2 2
Tr
Y Y Y Y
Y Y
Y Y
Y
E E E E
E E
E E
E
   
 
 
 
       
       
       
      
   
t t+ t+ t t t t t
t+ t t t+
t t t t
'
t t
FX 'P X X 'P FX X 'P FX X 'F'P X
F P X X ' P F X X '
P F X X ' F'P X X '
F P F P X X '
. 
 (128) 
In calculation of (128) some simplified assumptions are used, such as [49] 
    1Y YE Et+ t t tX X ' FX X '   (129) 
and  
    -1Y YE Et t t tF X X ' X X ' .  (130) 
(129) assumes that the given iY  is from 1Y  to tY , and (130) assumes the given iY  is from 
1Y  to 1tY . Those two assumptions are simplified, since actually all observations iY  from 
1Y  to TY  can be used in calculation [92]. 
The sum of (127) and (128) are,  
 
   
  
1 1 1
1 1 1
1
Tr
2
1
Tr
2
YE
  
  
    
      
' '
t t
' '
t t t
H Q H F P F P X X '
H Q H F P F P Σ μ μ '
,  (131) 
Let  
 1 1 1    ' 'R H Q H F P F P ,  (132) 
and if   is a symmetric positive definite matrix [56], then 
    
1 1
2 2
1 1
Tr Tr 0
2 2
 
         
 
t t t t t t
R Σ μ μ ' R ' Σ μ μ ' R ,  (133) 
since  
 
   t t tΣ μ μ '  
 
  is positive definite matrix.  
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Moreover, when 
t t t
Σ μ μ ' = 0 ,   (          ) will obtain its maximum for 
corresponding parameter   . But t t tΣ μ μ ' = 0  means that    is no longer a random 
variable [51]; it can be treated as a number. In this model    is a random variable and its 
variance matrix    cannot equal   [64].  
However, in step (2) the new distribution    is obtained by minimizing the trace 
of variance matrix       (     )(     )   defined in (106). Now, if the off-
diagonal elements of    are zero (or very small compared with diagonal elements) and    
is nearly zero, 
 
 
    (        )  can be seemed as weighted minimization of the trace 
of variance matrix   , with weight     [42, 87]. 
So the corresponding term in   (          ),  
 
 
    (        ) , will be 
(approximately) maximized. This is the argument to show that step (2) will 
(approximately) increase   (          ). In summary, since both step (1) and (2) will 
increase   (          ), so the iteration method will finally reach (some local or global) 
maximum of   (          ) [50]. 
 Now let us compare the linear model with hidden variable and linear model with 
hidden random variable. Equation (59) states the estimation of    in linear model with 
hidden variable,  
    
1
1 1

     
est ' '
t t t tX H H I F'F H Y FX F'X .  (134) 
(102) and (107) gives the estimation of    in State Space Model,  
 1 1 1
1 1( )   t t t t tμ Fμ K Y HFμ ,  (135) 
  
1
1 1

 'tK Σ H' HΣ H Q .  (136) 
If let   ̃    and    , then (135) becomes, 
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 
1 1 1
1 1
1
1
1
1 1
1
1 1
1
( )
( )
( )
( ) ( )
 






  
  
   
  
t t t t t
t t t t
' '
t t
'
t t
μ Fμ K Y HFμ
I K H Fμ K Y
I H H Fμ H' HH I Y
I H H Fμ H'Y
.  (137) 
It is similar with (134). In (134), the terms     and        come out because the value of 
     is used in the estimation   
   ; and in corresponding estimation (135) in State Space 
Model     
  is not used in the estimation   
  (    
  is used in the estimation   
  in 
Kalman Smooth). State Space Model is the generalization of linear model with hidden 
variables [64, 50, 42]. 
Number of Parameters in State Space Model 
 The purpose of introducing hidden variables is to decrease the number of 
parameters [76]. But introducing random variables into State Space Model will increase 
the number of parameters. 
The number of parameters in State Space Model, with parameters   
(             ), is ( 
          ). The number of parameters in linear 
model is (    ). The number of parameters in State Space Model is greater than that 
in linear model. 
Combine PCA and Linear Model 
 The number of parameters in State Space Model is large, and one corresponding 
problem is the initial guess of parameters   may influence the final result. The purpose 
of introducing hidden variables is to decrease the number of parameters in linear model 
[87]. One corresponding problem is that how to estimate the value of hidden variable. A 
possible solution is trying to obtain the values of hidden variables directly from data, to 
avoid the guess procedure [53, 93, 75, 77]. 
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This can be done by using Principle Component Analysis [53, 56, 87, 93]. 
Discussions in sections 5.1 and 6.1 show that the relation between    and    is linear,  
 
t t
Y HX ,  (138) 
which is (32); or 
  
t t t
Y HX β ,  (139) 
which is (87), if    and    are treated as random variables.  
Now suppose the length of    equals the length of   ,  
 M N ,  (140) 
then (138)        is a (reversible) linear transformation [56]. If some ingredients of 
   are discarded, leading to the reduced length [87] 
 M N .  (141) 
There maybe can established some standard to distinguish which discarded 
ingredients of    have the less influence on the data. Since  and    are unknown, the 
only useful standard is the statistics of data   . Two widely used statistics are mean and 
variance of    [60]. Because the mean of    is not translation invariant [51], the variance 
of    is preferred. 
Consider a single gene   
 , if the variance over time    (  
 ) is small, that means 
  
  is approximately constant. This implies that   
  seldom participates in other genes’ 
interactions, because interaction means that concentration changes over time [49]. So 
discarding those ingredients of    with small variance is a reasonable standard.  
The  -th ingredient of    is represent by   
 . Then the linear transformation (138) 
       is to make sure that those discarded ingredients   
  have the smallest 
variances for all possible transformation matrix . The variance of   
  is time variance 
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[49]. Suppose the variance matrix of    is   , whose (   ) element is    (  
    
 ). 
Suppose the  -th eigenvector of    is    and corresponding eigenvalue is   . Principal 
Component Analysis can give   and   . The result is [56] [50] [87], 
  
1
1
 
 
   
 
 
N t t
N
e'
H e e , X Y
e '
.  (142) 
Two important relationships         and        are established by now. 
This is because       for Principal Component Analysis [87]. The variance of   
 
 is 
[50], 
 
 var var( )
i


 
i
t i tX e'Y
.  (143)  
So if only retains those ingredients   
 
 of   , whose eigenvalue    is among the 
largest  eigenvalues, are retained, then the discard ingredients   
 
 of    will have the 
least influences on original data    [50].  
After applying Principal Component Analysis the values of transformation matrix 
  and hidden variable    are already known. Then the linear equation in (34) 
 1t tX FX   (144) 
with least square estimation can be applied to obtain the evolution matrix   for hidden 
variable    [87]. 
Similarly with discussion in section 5.2, the equation between    and     , which 
is the description of gene network, needs to be derived [61, 87], 
 1
1





t t
t
t
Y HX
HFX
HFH'Y
.  (145) 
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Matrix     can be used to extract the corresponding gene network. Compared 
with the matrix needed to extract gene network, equation (35) in section 5.2, 
 
1

t tY HFH Y ,  (146) 
(145) is simplified. This is because  is composed by eigenvectors and the orthogonal 
property of eigenvector [56], then 
 'H H I .  (147) 
Boolean and Probability Boolean Networks 
The regulatory relationship between gene    and gene    is to be determined if 
they satisfy 
 
1( )t tj iy f y
   (148) 
or  
 
1( )t ti jy f y
 .  (149)  
If they satisfy (148) then gene    regulates gene   . If they satisfy (149) then gene    
regulates gene    [65]. 
In discussions of previous only the situation that  () is linear function of 
independent variable (variables) is concerned. However, there is more possible ways to 
define the form of function  () [71, 15]. 
In following the so called Boolean Network [65] and Probability Boolean 
Network [18] are discussed. They define  () as a discrete function. The simplest case is 
discussed first, in which function  () only has one independent variable   
   .  
If gene    regulates gene    then (148) should be satisfied. In Boolean Network 
the data   
  for all   and   must be binary, which means 
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 0tjy    (150) 
or  
 1tjy  .  (151) 
0 and 1 are two symbols to stand for the status of   
 .   
    means that gene    is not 
expressed or its expression value can be ignored at time point  .   
    means that gene 
   is not expressed or its expression value cannot be ignored at time point  .  
How to transform data   
  from continuous value to binary value is another topic 
[94]. For simplicity, that the data   
  is already binary is assumed. Now the form of 
function  () needs to be defined.  
Since independent variable   
    has two possible values and dependent variable 
  
  has two possible values, the function  () between them has      possibilities [65]. 
The first possible function is defined as, 
 
1
1
(0) 1
(1) 1
f
f





.  (152) 
The second possible function is defined as,  
 
2
2 (0) 0
(1) 1
f
f





.  (153) 
The third possible function is defined as,   
 
3
3
(0) 1
(1) 0
f
f





.  (154) 
The forth possible function is defined as,  
 
4
4
(0) 0
(1) 0
f
f





.  (155) 
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After the function  () is defined, one can apply it to the binary data   
    and   
 . 
The fitting error is LSE in (6) [65], 
 
2
1( )t ti j
t
E f y y    .  (156) 
Since the possible value of error   (  
   )    
    is only 0 or 1, 
 
2
1
1
( )
abs ( )
t t
i j
t
t t
i j
t
E f y y
f y y


 

 

 
 


,  (157) 
which equals the total number of miss fitting [65]. For example, if  (  
   )    but 
actually   
    then the number of miss fitting is 1.  
Then the fitting errors of the above four possible functions defined in (152) to 
(155),    to   , are calculated and the function which has the minimum fitting error      
is chosen as the desired function [65]. 
If there are two or more functions with the same fitting error (usually do not 
happen), any function can be chosen as the desired function. After calculating the fitting 
error     
  of all gene pairs (     ), gene network can be extracted by using the same 
procedure discussed for Linear Model in section 4.10, which chooses gene pairs having 
the smallest fitting error [65]. 
Those functions,    to   , need further discussion [65]. Notice that no matter what 
value of   
   , the value of   (  
   ) (or   
 ) equals 1. That can be explained as there is no 
regulatory relationship between gene    and gene   .  
Function    has the same meaning. Since in (153),    can be explained as that 
gene    up regulates (activate) gene   . Since in (154),    can be explained as that gene    
down regulates (suppress) gene   .  
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The fitting error of function    is,  
 
1
1abs ( ) abs 1
t t t
i j j
t t
f y y y         .  (158) 
The fitting error of function    is,  
 
1 1
2abs ( ) abs
t t t t
i j i j
t t
f y y y y        .  (159) 
The fitting error of function    is,  
  1 13abs abs 1t t t ti j i j
t t
f y y y y      
  .  (160) 
The fitting error of function    is,  
 
1
4abs ( ) abs
t t t
i j j
t t
f y y y         .  (161) 
One can see that, the fitting error of function    and    do not depend on the value 
of independent variable   
   . That means there is no regulatory relationship between 
gene    and gene   .  
When function  () has two independent variables,   
    and   
   ,  
 
1 1( , )t t tj i ky f y y
  .  (162) 
There are       possible forms of function  () [65]. More possible forms of function 
 (),  much less the fitting error of  () will be, compared with that the situation when  () 
only has one independent variable [42]. Since the fitting error of  () is no negative 
integer, there must be many fitting errors are identical for different gene triples (        ).  
Moreover, since (162) implies relationship  
 ( , )i j k jy y y y  ,  (163) 
that includes two regulatory relationships, or two edges in gene network. Those 
characteristics make extracting gene network from fitting errors harder.  
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As discussed above, using fitting errors to extract gene network is not adaptable if 
 () has more than one independent variable. Instead, when  (  
      
   ) in (162) is a 
linear function of   
    and   
   , coefficients of   
    and   
    are used to extract 
network in linear model [71]. 
However, since there are no such coefficients in Boolean Network, so the most 
useful form of function  () will be that having only one independent variable in Boolean 
Network.  
Probability Boolean Network [18] is an extension of Boolean Network. If the 
function between gene    and gene    is (148)  (  
   )    
 , then as discussed above 
there are four possible forms of function  (),    to   , which are given in (152) to (155).  
Suppose the corresponding fitting errors of    to    are    to   . Define a new 
term, called Coefficient of Determination (COD) [18],  
 
 const min
max
const
E E
C
E

 ,  (164) 
where  
  min 1 2 3 4min , , ,E E E E E .  (165) 
       is the best (minimum) fitting error when treating function   () as constant. 
That is,  
 const min abs 1 , abs
t t
j j
t t
E y y      
 
  
 
  .  (166) 
Notice that      is no greater than       , because  
  const 1 4min ,E E E   (167) 
and (165) 
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  min 1 2 3 4min , , ,E E E E E .  (168) 
The most important assumption in Probability Boolean Network is that, (     ) 
and (     ) can be correct in the same time and there is corresponding possibility for 
each regulatory relationship [18]. The corresponding possibility can be derived from 
COD. 
For example, if there are two relationships existing for gene   , (     ) and 
(     ). The COD of (     ) is     
  and the COD of (     ) is     
 . Then the 
possibility of (     ) is,  
 
 
max
max max
i
i k
C
C C
  (169) 
and the possibility of (     ) is,  
 
 
max
max max
k
i k
C
C C
.  (170) 
In Probability Boolean Network one uses     , instead of     , to extract 
network [18]. What is the difference between      and     ? From the definition of 
     in (164), 
 
 const min
max
const
E E
C
E

 ,  (171) 
one can see that, for the relationship (     ),      is a linear transformation of     . 
For two relationships, (     ) and (     ), their CODs are 
 
 const min
max
const
i i
i
i
E E
C
E

   (172) 
and 
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const
k k
k
k
E E
C
E

 .  (173) 
In Boolean Network     
      
  means that relationship (     ) is more 
preferred than (     ). However, in Probability Boolean Network     
      
  means 
that relationship (     ) is more preferred than (     ). Because       
  and       
  
are not the identical, so the order between     
  and     
  may change for     
  and     
 .  
For example,     
      
  does not necessarily lead to     
      
 . It also 
depends on the values of       
  and       
 , 
 
 
 
const min const min
max max
const const
i k k i
i k
i k
E E E E
C C
E E

  .  (174) 
If     
      
  and to make sure     
      
 ,       
  cannot be too much less than 
      
 . If       
  is small, which means most   
 (      )  equal 0 or equal 1, then 
    
  does not have much information about the relationship (     ).  
In Boolean Network the edge (     ) with small     
  will always be preferred. 
The introduction of     
  in Probability Boolean Network will change this situation [18]. 
After      are obtained for all gene pairs (   ), they can be used to extract gene network. 
In above only one independent variable is considered for function  () in Probability 
Boolean Network. If assume function  () has more than one independent variable, the 
reconstruction of gene network using      will encounter the same problem using     .  
 Reconstructing gene network in Probability Boolean Network will have one more 
procedure, which transforms COD      to probability [18]. For example, the COD of 
relationship (     ) is     
   
 for (      ). Then the probability of (     ) is 
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i j
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



 
 
 

.  (175) 
Two CODs     
   
 and     
   
 will have the same order as their corresponding 
probability if target gene is the same (which is gene  ). The order between     
   
 and 
    
    may be different compared with the order of their probabilities, depending on the 
sum (∑     
   
 ) and (∑     
   
 ) in (175).  
Transforming COD to probability equals a normalization procedure [18], since  
 1i j
i
P  .  (176) 
This transformation means that every gene  (      ) will have some probability to 
be regulated by other genes. 
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CHAPTER VII 
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
Determination of Length of Hidden Variables 
 How to determine one parameter in State Space Model, which is the length of 
hidden variable   , , is important [75] [76] [77] [52] [78] [79]. Since    is hidden 
variable, its length is difficult to be determined. Moreover, even if there are some 
methods to determine the value of , the uncertainty in data    will let the estimation of 
  depart from its true value [77]. 
It is necessary to make sure that the value in the interval around the true value of 
  will lead to almost the same result compared the true value of . Since the true value 
of  is unknown, the above requirement can be modified as that there exist some 
intervals with a reasonable length that will give almost the same result, or results with 
small variations [77]. 
The conclusion is that,  cannot be determined by theorem itself, but it can be 
given a reasonably small value [77]. For example, if the number of genes   is 50, then 
the value between 1-10 may be a reasonably small value for . This value for  cannot 
be too large, otherwise the purpose of introduction of hidden variable    cannot be 
fulfilled, which is to reduce the number of parameters in the State Space Model.  
The value of  also depends on the number of time points. It must be small 
enough so the parameters in model can be determined uniquely. If any reasonably small 
value of  does not affect the accuracy of inference method too much, then the true value 
of  (if any) does not matter [77]. In the following we will show that, some inference 
methods are not sensitive to the choice of . 
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Definition of Accuracy 
A new question is, that how to define the accuracy of result [61, 95]. The result is 
a gene network. The gene network has   vertexes   (       ) and one edge (   
  ) if gene    regulates gene   . The regulatory relationship or edge (     ) is the 
concern [15]. 
Many reconstruction methods discussed in chapter 4-6 can give network with any 
number of edges, depends on users’ needs [61]. However, since the true network has a 
given number of edges. How to find out the real number of edges in network becomes a 
challenge [52, 79]. 
Assume the number of edges in a reconstructed network is        and the number 
of edges in true network is      ; the assemble of edges in the reconstructed network is 
          and the assemble of edges in true network is         ; the assemble of edges 
appearing in both           and          is             and the number in             
is         .             contains all those edges which are correctly inferred.  
There are two important ratios [61, 95], precision 
 correct
infer
N
p
N
   (177) 
and recall 
 correct
true
N
r
N
 .  (178) 
Large   and   are preferred.  
However, usually   and   cannot be large in the same time for a given method 
[96]. For our inference methods, larger        will lead to larger  . Since 
 correct trueN N ,  (179) 
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larger        will usually lead to smaller  . If 
 infer trueN N   (180) 
then 
 p r .  (181) 
For simplicity, we let              for all inference methods and (181) is 
satisfied, thus   or   can be called accuracy of method [77]. In following we will use   ( ) 
to compare the accuracies of different methods. 
Generation of Synthetic Data 
 Let us discuss how to generate the synthetic data. The reason of using synthetic 
data is that the true network of synthetic data is already known [19]. Then   or   can be 
calculated. Otherwise   or   is unknown and there is no way to compare the accuracies of 
those method. 
Another advantage is that, the generation of synthetic data does not include too 
many preprocess procedures. For real data there are so many preprocess procedures 
before using reconstruction method and there are unknown noises added into the data. In 
synthetic data we can control the amount of noise added into data [97, 98]. 
One more advantage is that, for real data there are usually fewer time points and 
those time points are not uniformly distributed [53]. Since the assumption of uniformly 
distributed time points is important for the inference methods discussed above, using 
synthetic data will satisfy this requirement [19]. 
One more question is, if real data does not satisfy the requirement of inference 
method, how to make sure that the inference method can apply to real data or not. We 
argue that, if an inference method does not have good performance for synthetic data, 
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then we believe that this method cannot apply to real data. However, if an inference 
method has good performance for synthetic data, will it give good performance for real 
data? This is hard to answer but we believe it is, if the generation of synthetic data is 
similar with real data [98]. 
So how to generate synthetic data is important. It cannot be too simple, nor can it 
be too complicated. GeneNetWeaver [97] [98] is one of such tools that fit our 
requirement. 
There are two steps to generate synthetic data in GeneNetWeaver. The first step is 
generating a network with a given number of genes ( ). The second step is using kinetic 
model to generate data from this network.  
In the first step the topology of a network needs to be determined, which is the 
assemble of edges,          [97]. The simplest way to generate a topology of network is 
to randomly assign edges for gene pairs (     ). However, the topology of a randomly 
generated network is usually different from a real gene network. In a real gene network 
there are some genes called hub genes; and those hub genes regulate many other genes, 
which do not exist in randomly generated network.  
GeneNetWeaver [97] proposes a heuristic method to generate the topology of a 
network from a real gene network. There are some real gene networks with almost known 
structures (topologies). For example, real networks of Escherichia coli [99] are used in 
GeneNetWeaver. 
The real network contains thousands of genes and ten thousands of edges and 
usually it is too large for simulation. GeneNetWeaver can let one get a smaller network 
(for example, with the number of genes   around 50) and maintain the structure 
(topology) of the real network [97]. 
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After generating the topology of network with a given number of nodes (genes), 
the next step is to generate data from this network [98]. In GeneNetWeaver not only the 
mRNA concentration, but also the protein concentration is considered. In contrast the 
reconstruction models discussed above only consider the mRNA concentration [61]. 
Moreover, GeneNetWeaver uses stochastic equation to simulate concentrations of 
mRNA and protein, which includes one nonlinear term and linear terms [98], 
   RNAi i i i i
dx
m f x
dt
 y ,  (182) 
 Proteini
i i i i
dy
r x y
dt
  .  (183) 
   is the mRNA concentration.    is the protein concentration.  ,   ,   
    and   
        
are parameters.   ( ) is a function whose range is between 0 and 1.   is the vector 
including concentration of all proteins.   ( ) term is used to express the interaction 
between gene pair (     ) through protein products. The kinetic equation used to generate 
data in GeneNetWeaver is different from those reconstruction models discussed in 
chapters 4-6 and this can be used to test the adaptability of those reconstruction methods 
[98]. 
Comparison of Results of Inference Methods 
 To make more convincing conclusion, 20 networks with 30 genes and 501 time 
points from Escherichia coli are generated using GeneNetWeaver [98]. The average 
inference accuracy over those 20 networks is used as the standard to compare the power 
of different models. The usage of average accuracy over 20 networks is because one 
model will have different inference accuracies for different networks. So it is not fair to 
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use only one network to compare the inference accuracy of those models [98, 100]. All 
calculations are implemented using Matlab [46]. 
The purpose of generating 501 time points is that, any uniformly distributed 
subset is also a valid data to test those models, even if the number of time points is large 
[98]. 
In the following, the abbreviations of those reconstruction models are used.  
(1) M1: The model uses sample covariance, which is discussed in section 4.7.  
(2) M2: The model uses linear equation with one independent variable   
  
   
     , which is discussed in section 4.3.  
(3) M3: The model uses linear equation with   independent variables    
       , which is discussed in section 4.11.  
(4) M4: The linear model with hidden variables                  using the 
simplified fitting method, which is discussed in section 5.4.  
(5) M5: The linear model with hidden variables                 using the 
complicated fitting method, which is discussed in section 5.4.  
(6) M6: The linear model with hidden variables                       
using maximum likelihood to infer parameters, which is discussed in section 
6.1.  
(7) M7: The linear model with hidden variable                 using 
Principal Component Analysis, which is discussed in section 6.5.  
(8) M8: The Boolean Network with one independent variable, which is discussed 
in section 6.6.  
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(9) M9: The Probability Boolean Network with one independent variable, which is 
discussed in section 6.6.  
Table 1  
Average accuraies and variances of 9 models discussed. 
 M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 M8 M9 
Precision(%) 7.7 7.3 8.1 9.0 9.1 9.8 9.0 4.5 None 
Precision(%) 8.0 6.9 7.9 9.6 9.5 9.6 9.0 None 4.9 
Std(%) 7.1 6.1 4.2 7.1 7.2 6.0 5.5 None 5.7 
 
Table 1 gives the results obtained from those nine models M1 - M9. In the first 
row, the number of edges in the reconstructed network,       , for those models (except 
M8) equals        in M8 and in the second row        for those models (except M9) 
equals        in M9. The third row gives the unbiased estimation of standard deviation 
[56] for precisions of each model in the second row. The standard deviation tells that, 
precisions of M3, M7 and M9 do not change that much for different networks. 
This is because for M8 (Boolean Network) and M9 (Probability Boolean Network) 
       cannot equal to any arbitrary integer. In the calculation of table 1 the length of 
hidden variable   ,  is 3 for all models which contain hidden variable. Table 1 shows 
that models with highest accuracies are those models which contain hidden variable, M4 
to M7. 
 Since for real data the number of time points is usually dozens or less [19], using 
subsets of time points from those networks containing 501 time points to test those 
models is meaningful. For example, if the original 501 time points are numbered as 
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(            ), then the subset (              ) contains 251 time points. The subset 
(              ) contains 167 time points. A subset with 167 time points means the 
subset (              ).  
Since the accuracies of M8 and M9 are not too much different, in following only 
accuracy of M9 is calculated and              for all models except M9.        in M9 
for some networks will be a little larger than       so its accuracy will decrease a little. 
Table 2  
Average accuracies for different number of time points. 
 M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 M8 M9 
      8.03 6.87 7.86 9.63 9.47 9.63 8.85 None 4.93 
      8.11 6.52 7.85 11.43 11.72 11.15 12.10 None 5.01 
      8.44 6.89 8.73 12.52 12.76 13.44 12.83 None 6.53 
     8.52 5.98 8.42 12.89 13.40 12.99 14.63 None 7.85 
     8.59 6.30 7.66 13.73 13.43 10.64 16.05 None 7.70 
     8.29 7.58 None 10.81 10.44 None 11.76 None 5.89 
     7.75 5.49 None 9.64 9.04 None 8.88 None 4.41 
 
In table 2 ‘None’ means that there are not enough time points to uniquely 
determine parameters in model. Table 2 shows that, M1 (use sample covariance) is the 
most stable model, since the accuracy changes a little when different number of time 
points are used. M2 and M3 (linear models) have worse performance than M1.  
The highest accuracies are achieved by using linear models with hidden variable, 
M4 - M7. The highest accuracy is 16.05%, obtained using M7 with    time points. Those 
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models M4 to M7 have good performance when the number of time points is around 50. 
Because        cannot be fixed for M9 (PBN) so its accuracy changes a lot. 
Figure 4 to figure 6 give an example of networks reconstructed using model M7 
and Boolean network. Those networks are drawn using Cytoscape [101]. The data used 
for reconstruction contains T=46 time points. The accuracy for M7 is 0.27, 10 correct 
edges out of 37 inferred edges. The accuracy for Boolean network is 0.16, 7 correct edges 
out of 44 inferred edges.  
The true network in figure 4 shows that, genes oxyR,  fur, metJ and metR are hub 
genes [102], where a hub gene is the one which regulates many other genes. Correctly 
inferring hub genes is important, since hub genes are candidates of biomarker genes. 
The inferred network using model M7 in figure 5 indicates that there are 4 
inferred hub genes, oxyR,  fur, katG and mnth, where genes oxyR and fur are correctly 
inferred hub genes. Moreover, though hub gene metJ is not inferred as hub gene in figure 
4, it is still included in the inferred network.  
The inferred network using Boolean network in figure 6 indicates there are 6 
inferred hub genes, oxyR, mnth, katG, metE, grxA, gor, where gene oxyR is correctly 
inferred hub gene. The accuracy is low, compared with model M7. However, network in 
figure 6 still includes true hub genes fur and metJ in its network, though they are not hub 
genes anymore. 
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Figure 4. One network generated using GNW. 
 
 
Figure 5. Network reconstructed using M7 with T=46. 
 
 
Figure 6. Network reconstructed using Boolean network. 
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Influence of Number of Hidden Variables 
 In this section, we discuss the impact of the number of hidden variables on 
inference accuracy for those linear models M4 - M7 with hidden variables [77]. The data 
with 501, 46 and 13 time points are used as examples. 
Table 3 to table 5 show that, small values of  (1-5) will give better results than 
large values of  (5-10). Moreover, moderate number of time points (    ) will give 
better performance than too many time points (     ) or too few time points (    ) 
[77]. 
Table 3 
Accuracies with different number of hidden variables, for 501 time points. 
  
   
 
   
 
   
 
   
 
   
 
   
 
   
 
   
 
   
 
    
M4 13.32 11.28 9.63 9.08 7.57 8.55 8.14 7.25 7.72 6.94 
M5 13.44 11.28 9.47 8.91 7.57 8.69 8.14 7.49 7.82 6.55 
M6 13.18 10.81 9.63 8.31 7.66 7.26 6.56 6.71 6.76 7.19 
M7 7.92 9.24 8.85 8.10 8.33 7.58 7.87 6.69 6.18 6.75 
 
Table 4 
Accuracies with different number of hidden variables, for 46 time points. 
  
   
 
   
 
   
 
   
 
   
 
   
 
   
 
   
 
   
 
    
M4 13.70 11.54 13.73 13.05 13.36 12.55 12.72 10.89 11.13 10.15 
M5 13.61 11.54 13.43 13.04 12.22 11.03 9.99 7.50 6.72 5.41 
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Table 4 (continued). 
  
   
 
   
 
   
 
   
 
   
 
   
 
   
 
   
 
   
 
    
M6 13.34 11.61 10.64 8.49 7.51 6.70 None None None None 
M7 7.51 12.65 16.05 17.18 15.21 14.12 14.10 12.97 13.95 12.33 
 
Table 5 
Accuracies with different number of hidden variables, for 13 time points. 
  
   
 
   
 
   
 
   
 
   
 
   
 
   
 
   
 
   
 
    
M4 12.78 11.41 9.64 6.87 6.16 6.32 5.68 4.45 4.21 3.90 
M5 12.62 11.15 9.04 6.01 6.09 5.64 4.77 5.38 4.48 3.07 
M6 None None None None None None None None None None 
M7 7.60 8.36 8.88 7.59 6.29 4.75 4.80 5.62 4.56 3.36 
 
In calculation of table 3 to table 5 all subsets with different number of time points 
have the same overall length of time; or all subsets are sampled in the same time interval 
with different sampling density. The results of table 3 to table 5 show that, larger 
sampling density does not always gives better result. A moderate number of sampling 
density gives better performance [90]. 
The results of table 3 to table 5 show that, M4 is the most stable model for 
different number of hidden variables and/or different number of time points. M7 has the 
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best performance when the number of time points     . Since M6 needs more number 
of time points than other models (M4, M5 and M7), some tests cannot be carried out.  
The results of table 3 to table 5 show that, there is no one reconstruction method 
which has the best performance for all cases [15]. 
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CHAPTER VIII 
CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORKS 
Conclusions 
 Since microarray technology is widely used to measure the expression of genes, 
how to gain biological information from measured microarray data becomes emphasis. 
One important difficulty encountered in analysis of time series microarray data is large 
amount of genes and relatively small amount of time points. In this dissertation 
introducing hidden variables to reduce the number of parameters in linear model is 
discussed. Moreover, different ways of inferring parameters in hidden variables model is 
discussed, from simple method to currently widely used complicated method. Our result 
of analysis using synthetic data shows that, by using hidden variables, more useful 
information from time series data can be obtained, compared with other popular gene 
reconstruction methods such as Boolean Network. 
 Results in [77] also show that, inference accuracy of SSM is comparable with 
DBN. However, since computational time of SSM is much less than DBN, SSM has 
more potential to reconstruct large gene networks.  
 In fact SSM is a special case of DBN [63], except in the last step of constructing 
gene network, (35) or (145), 
 
1

t tY HFH Y .  (184) 
The reason of fast computational time of SSM is because it does not need to search all 
possible relationships between tX  and tY , also tX  and -1tX , which are given in (87) and 
(86), assumed to be linear. In contrast, DBN searches all possible relations between tY  
and 1tY . Roughly speaking, DBN tries to search all possible matrices C , 
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1 t t tY YC ,  (185) 
where the form of C  has no limitations and t is noise term. In other words, DBN 
searches connection matrix C  over N  dimension Euclidean space, where N  is the 
number of genes. In detail, DBN does not use least square error of (185) to find C . 
Instead, DBN tries to find which C  maximize the posterior (MAP) [103],  Pr | tC Y . 
For simplicity, only one special case of DBN is discussed, which treats observation 
tY  as 
discrete variable and connect matrix C  is Boolean [63]. 
 One can easily see that,  Pr | tC Y  will be maximized when C  is a fully 
connected matrix [16]. The corresponding case in linear model is that the threshold is set 
as zero, see discussion in section 4.10. Moreover, since connection matrix C  in DBN is 
Boolean, the threshold method cannot be applied.  
 In DBN it uses Bayes’ rule [103] to transform  log Pr | tC Y  to 
   log Pr | log Prt CY C , and uses approximate method to write  log Pr | tC Y  as [16], 
    
 
,
log
log Pr | log Pr |
2
ij
i j
N
  t t C CY YC .  (186) 
,
ij
i j
C  stands for the number of connections (edges).  log Pr |tY C  is the likelihood of 
the model, which is easily calculated when observation tY  is assumed to be discrete and 
connection matrix C  is given [16]. The second term in (186) is penalty term, which 
prevents criterion of (186) to choose matrix C  as fully connected [50]. 
 The above discuss of DBN shows that, DBN first assumes connection matrix C  
can be any forms, and then it uses penalty term plus likelihood of the model as criterion 
to select matrix C . In contrast, in linear model with hidden variables, it first assumes that 
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matrix C  must follow a specific form, as shown in (184); and then use likelihood (least 
square error) without penalty term to select matrix C  (through H  and F ). (184) tells 
that, connection matrix C  is represented by the function of two matrices,  
 
C HFH .  (187) 
 (187) can be equivalently transformed to a new form, where H  is N N  full 
rank matrix and F  is N N  rank  matrix [42, 56].  is the number of hidden variables. 
After this transformation, (187) can be rewritten as, 
 
1C HFH ,  (188) 
which is a special case of low rank matrix approximation [104] of C . 
Further Works 
 Low rank matrix approximation is to use a lower rank matrix with specific rank , 
to approximate original matrix C  [104]. Singular Value Decomposition (SVD), 
discussed in section 5.5, can be viewed as one kind of low rank matrix approximation 
[105, 42, 87], which decomposes a matrix as in (70), 
 'C UΣV ,  (189) 
where Σ  is rank  (lower rank) matrix. 
 There exist other kinds of low rank matrix approximations. For example, so called 
CUR matrix decomposition [104], which approximates matrix C  as, 
 C LBR ,  (190) 
where L  is constructed by columns of C , R  is constructed by rows of C .  
 Low rank matrix approximation is widely used in different fields, such as face 
recognition, documents search, etc [106]. Those datasets do not have temporal structures. 
For time series data, (188) suggests a new low rank matrix approximation, which needs to 
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be thoroughly studied. When H  is orthogonal matrix [56] in (188), (188) becomes a 
special case of (190). 
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